
LEARNING FROM
NETFLIX 
How Bidgely is using Artificial Intelligence 
to help utilities engage their customers

I don’t want any of our shows to define our brand, 
and I don’t want our brand to define any shows. 
Our brand is personalization.”  
Ted Sarandos, Chief Content O cer, Netflix“
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Too many people in a cluster

Lack of personalization

Too few people in a cluster

Not enough scale to drive 
meaningful business outcomes

High level of personalization

Enough scale to drive 
meaningful business outcomes



USER FEEDBACK IS NOISY 

What people say often differs from what they do (e.g. US 
consumers say they want better gas mileage yet buy SUVs and 
trucks at a record clip). T his well-documented phenomenon, 
known as declared vs. revealed preferences, makes it critically 
important to capture a number of different signals to ensure the 
clearest possible picture of user preferences. 

In 2017, Netflix eliminated its long-standing 5- star rating system 
in order to more accurately capture user feedback. What they 
had found was that a user might watch a single highly- acclaimed 
documentary and rate it 5 stars, but watch ten universally-panned 
Adam Sandler movies and rate them 3 stars. So while user 
feedback indicated that they rate documentaries higher (perhaps 
they felt an obligation due to critical acclaim), their actual 
behavior (that they love watching Adam Sandler movies) 
differed significantly. By moving to a thumbs up/down rating 
system, not only was Netflix able to continue capturing actual 
user behavior (what movies they watch), Netflix also saw an over 
200% increase in total feedback, and the feedback has proven 
more accurate (the user above is more likely to give both the 
documentary and the Adam Sandler movies thumbs up). 

Historically, utilities have used surveys as a means to understand 
residential customer preferences, actions, consumption habits 
and more. Not only do these surveys have limited scope due to 
cost and reach constraints, they are also subject to feedback 
noise, as they require customers to remember their behaviors 
(e.g. what appliances they'd used) over a past period of time. 
And if the customer can't remember their behavior, how can a 
utility verify that the customer's declared behavior matches their 
revealed behavior? Bidgely's disaggregation technology does 
just that: by providing actual appliance usage details, it 
eliminates the need to ask energy usage questions, instead 
enabling the utility to focus their surveys on other elements of 
the customer experience. 

To gather subjective feedback (e.g. customer sentiment towards 
notifications, emails, and other digital assets), Bidgely uses a 
thumbs up/down mechanism much like Netflix. Since each 
customer may have a different idea of what they want from their 
energy provider, a simple thumbs up/down is the easiest way to 
inform Bidgely and the energy provider that customer 
sentiment/satisfaction is moving in the right direction. Beyond 
customer feedback, Bidgely leverages its fully-digital platform to 
track all customer behaviors and actions in real-time, so that 
each utility can clearly understand the customer metrics that are 
most relevant to them. 

https://www.cmo.com/opinion/articles/2013/1/2/declared_vs_revealed.html#gs.keomhq
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